Illinois
A fine-grained homogeneous powder of composition KaSiF ~ results from dry ignition of K2SiF 6 to about 700 °C. Analysis of the powder data establishes that KaSiF ~ is tetragonal with a = 7.740, c = 5.564 A. A calculated powder diffraction diagram for a structure in P4/mbm-D~ agrees with the observed diagram with average departures less than 30%. The structure is a tetragonal honeycomb of composition K2SiF 6 which adducts strings of alternating K and F ions.
A previous investigation by one of us (Deadmore, 1960) of the thermal stability of KeSiF6 in dry air revealed that at temperatures of 700 to 750 °C. it loses SiF4 until the composition K3SiF7 is reached.
The KsSiF7 used here was prepared by heating K2SiFs in dry air for 2 hr. at 750 °C. A chemical analysis gave 41.4% K, 10.2% St, and 47.4% F, which agrees well with the calculated composition of 42-0% K, 10.2% St, and 47.8% F. The measured density was 2.86 g.cm. -8, and the calculated density, using the cell constants given below and Z=2, is 2.78 g.cm. -3
The product is fine-grained, and affords only a powder diffraction diagram, but inspection of the data suggests isomorphism with the (NHd)3SiF7 crystal analyzed by Hoard & Williams (1942) . Powder lines were all found to be indexable on the basis of a tetragonal cell with a=7.740 and c=5.564 A (both i about 1/20 of 1%), with a/c=1"391, and a trial structure in P4/mbm-D~h afforded reasonable interatomic distances. The crystallization has a large temperature amplitude, and complete ~1-c~9 resolution is not realized within the range of unambiguous indexing. The accuracy estimate for lattice parameters is based on the absence of significant drift in calculated values between 50 ° and 70 ° 20 with Cu radiation.
The disadvantage of being confined to powder data was in part offset by the advantage that the scattering power of potassium substantially exceeds that of the other constituents, with the result that some large index lines were probably properly indexed to d values as small as 0.889 /~. Variable parameters are most sensitive to intensities of the reflections for which h + k is odd. Fourteen of these were observed, resolved from neighboring features, among reflections up to sin 0/~=0.5, and five more fell at positions where lines could have been observed if present. The parameters selected in Table 1 are those affording apparent best agreement under an assumption that the six SiF6 oetahedral distances were equal. After application of an arbitrary temperature factor, they give average departures of IIo-Icl/Io of 0.28 (comparable with a reliability factor of about 0.15) for the 14 observations, and calculated intensities for the 5 possibilities not found or doubtful, were all trivial. Eight other h+k odd reflections fell in mutual doublets, for which intensity sums show adequate agreement. 4O0  410  003  312  401  330  411  113  331  420  322  203  421  213  402  412  430  223  332  510  431  313  422  511  520  323  521  004  440  432  114  403  512  441  530  413  204  333  531  214  600  522  610  423  601  611  224  442  620 D. L. DEADMORE AND W. F. BRADLEY Complete data for all possible reflections to d= 1.05 A are summarized in Table 2 . The closeness with which a/c approximates the ~/2 leads to many incompletely resolved close doublets and multiplets, but in many cases diffractometer line profiles permitted graphical resolution of relative integrated counts for component members, and in such cases individuals are entered separately. Where this was not possible pairs are joined with braces. The overall average departure of ]Io-Ic}/Io is 0.26. To seek to improve this level of agreement (as by independent variation of Si-F distances) seems unjustified in a powder diagram.
The larger departures tend to occur for weak lines for which the amplitude contributions of the fluorine in the SiFs octahedra are large. For two extreme cases, in addition to this factor, resolution from a more intense near neighbor is difficult, and departures were paired to arrive at the 0-26 average. If unpaired it would be about 0.32.
A similar trend was noted by Hoard & Williams for (NH@3SiFT, and is presumably related to thermal activity of the SiF6 octahedron as a unit, so that the individual thermal amplitudes are greater than those of independent ions in the same structure.
The placement of Kn is probably the best established feature. Although the diffraction lines were well beyond the range for reliable indexing, one substantial line at 0.889 ~ and a moderate one at 0.938 have positions respectively corresponding to indices of 822 and 751 and of 820 and intensities which demand maximum contributions for Kn. These maxima are respectively at x=0.200 and x-0.208.
The structure is illustrated in Fig. 1 in basal projection and in a section parallel to (220). Various interatomic distances are summarized in Table 3 . arrived at on the assumption that all six bonds were equal, is probably valid to within some two or three hundredths of an _/~_ngstrSm. It is in agreement with the 1.71 • determination by Hoard & Williams.
Values as great as 1.8 /~, as reported for Na~SiF6 by Cipriani (1955) , even if applied only to the Si-FH distance, deteriorate agreement noticeably. Average departure for the 14 sensitive reflections above becomes 0.33. The position of Kn in the polyhedron bounded by its 10 near neighbors is of interest. The polyhedron shares faces with each of two SiF6 octahedra and corners with each of two others. The displacements from the triads comprising a silicon octahedron face are 2.99, 2.99 and 2.83 A, but from the shared corner only 2.58/l. K~ also shares faces with SiF6 octahedra, and is displaced from those triads 3.34, 3.34 and 2.92 ~.
Reference to Hoard & Williams discloses that for their trial structure they took a central placement for NH4 in its polyhedron, but their subsequent preferred parameters displace it 0.2/~ away from the shared faces toward the shared corners.
The structure as a whole consists of a relatively well coordinated tetragonal framework of composition KeSiF6 through which infinite channels parallel to c adduct strings of alternating K and F ions. KI and FI each have essentially the environments they assume in the potassium fluoride cube, but are somewhat further removed from analogous neighbors.
